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Here you can find the menu of Spice Bay in North Tyneside. At the moment, there are 15 courses and drinks on
the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What ashedley likes about Spice Bay:

We have used Spice Bay for a couple of years now and never disappointed. Their app makes it easy to compile
your order, the food is absolutely top drawer and fresh. Also it should be noted that the portions, packaging,and

little touches make this our first choice in the area. read more. What kirsty t doesn't like about Spice Bay:
Me and my dad ordered a takeaway after visiting my mam in hospital. For convenience I ordered on just eat and
chose a time to collect. I got a text to say my meal was ready for collection at the exact time I wanted to collect
our meal, however it was not ready when I arrived meaning I had to wait a long time in the shop before I was
given my meal. We have been to the spice bay many times and enjoyed many meals howeve... read more. In

Spice Bay in North Tyneside, they prepare tasty pizza using a traditional method, served straight out of the oven,
the place provides also meals from the European environment. As a rule, most menus are prepared in the

shortest time for you and served, visitors often choose the tasty, fluffy flatbread, which is perfect for dipping into
the own hummus or a creamy yogurt dip; the unusual connection of figs and goat cheese undeniably also

belongs to the delicious bits of the multifaceted Middle Eastern cuisine.
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Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Cereal�
STARTER

India�
CHICKEN MADRAS

CHICKEN DARTS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

PRAWNS

MUSHROOM

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHICKEN

TRAVEL

GARLIC

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

LAMB

PIZZA

CHICKEN BREAST
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